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Abstract Traditional Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems were restricted to sharing of files
on the Internet. Although some of the more recent P2P distributed systems have tried
to support transparent sharing of other types of resources, like computer processing
power, but none allow and support sharing of all types of resources available on the
Internet. This is mainly because the resource management part of P2P systems are
custom designed in support of specific features of only one type of resource, making
simultaneous access to all types of resources impractical. Another shortcoming of
existing P2P systems is that they follow a client/server model of resource sharing that
makes them structurally constrained and dependent on dedicated servers (resource
managers). Clients must get permission from a limited number of servers to share or
access resources, and resource management mechanisms run on these servers. Be-
cause resource management by servers is not dynamically reconfigurable, such P2P
systems are not scalable to the ever growing extent of Internet. We present an in-
tegrated framework for sharing of all types of resources in P2P systems by using a
dynamic structure for managing four basic types of resources, namely process, file,
memory, and I/O, in the same way they are routinely managed by operating systems.
The proposed framework allows P2P systems to use dynamically reconfigurable re-
source management mechanisms where each machine in the P2P system can at the
same time serve both as a server and as a client. The pattern of requests for shared
resources at a given time identifies which machines are currently servers and which
ones are currently clients. The client server pattern changes with changes in the pat-
tern of requests for distributed resources. Scalable P2P systems with dynamically
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reconfigurable structures can thus be built using our proposed resource management
mechanisms. This dynamic structure also allows for the interoperability of different
P2P systems.

Keywords P2P distributed systems · Integrated resource management · Resource
sharing · Framework · Operating system

1 Introduction

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have chosen the Internet as their underlying platform.
This is because Internet as a network of networks is a context-based distributed sys-
tem with unlimited and ever growing resources that may well be shared and are de-
fined by Napster project at first time [1].

P2P systems have been defined in various ways by the P2P community. The
Hewlett Packard P2P group has this definition: “P2P is about sharing: giving to and
getting from a peer community. A peer gives some resources and obtains other re-
sources in return” [2]. The Intel P2P working group defines P2P as “the sharing
of computer resources and services by direct exchange between systems” [3]. David
Anderson [4] calls SETI@home and similar P2P projects that do not involve com-
munication as “inverted client-server, emphasizing that the computers at the edge
provide power and those in the middle of the network are there only to coordinate
them” [4]. Department of Information Technology at Harvard University defines P2P
as: “a method of file sharing over a network in which individual computers are
linked via the Internet or a private network to share programs/files, often illegally.
Users download files directly from other users’ computers, rather than from a central
server” [5]. Shirkey defines P2P as: “a class of applications that take advantage of
resources (such as storage, processing cycles, and human presence) at the edges of
the Internet” [6]. PEPITO project group defines a P2P system as: “a distributed sys-
tem based on resource sharing by direct exchange between nodes” [7]. Blanco et al.
define P2P systems as: “massively distributed and highly volatile systems for sharing
large amounts of resources” [8].

Given the above definitions, we believe in and define P2P systems in this paper
from a different perspective: a P2P system is a kind of distributed system that can
potentially utilize all types of available and accessible resources on the Internet.
Being a distributed system, a P2P system consists of a collection of scalable number
of computers that are geographically dispersed on the Internet and as a whole appear
to each user as a single coherent system. Users transparently access remote resources
and share their own resources with other users in a controlled way, hiding the fact that
resources are physically distributed across multiple heterogeneous or homogenous
computers, and offering their services according to standard rules that describe the
syntax and semantics of those services. Note that it is necessary for P2P systems to
be scalable [9].

Based on the above exigencies on distributed systems, P2P systems that are a kind
of distributed system must pursue the connectivity goal of distributed systems by de-
ploying appropriate resource sharing mechanisms to transparently connect users to all
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types of resources. However, current P2P systems fall short of supporting the sharing
of all types of resources and only focus on sharing of a particular type of resource
with specific features. We claim this is not fair because other types of potentially
available resources are denied from users in critical need of such free resources. On
the other hand, history has taught us that operating systems have successfully served
as managers of all four types of resources, namely processes, memory, file, and I/O,
in standalone computers, as well as acting as a virtual machine to hide the intrica-
cies of hardware. We believe that a resource manager for a distributed system like a
P2P system can serve similar to an operating system by managing all four types of
resources that are dispersed on the Internet, as well as serving as a virtual machine to
hide the intricacies of resources including their distribution.

Another important shortcoming of existing P2P systems is that they follow a
client/server model of resource sharing that makes them structurally constrained and
dependent on dedicated servers (resource managers). Clients must get permission
from a limited number of servers to share or access resources, and resource manage-
ment mechanisms run on these servers. Because resource management by servers is
not dynamically reconfigurable, such P2P systems are not scalable to the ever grow-
ing extent of Internet. We believe that P2P systems must use dynamically reconfig-
urable resource management mechanisms where each machine in the P2P system can
at the same time serve both as a server and as a client. The pattern of requests for
shared resources at a given time identifies which machines are currently servers and
which ones are currently clients. The client server pattern changes with the changes
in the pattern of requests. Such dynamic reconfigurable resource management mech-
anisms can administer the scalability problem of P2P systems well.

In this paper, we propose a framework for dynamic and distributed management of
all four basic types of resources in P2P systems and believe that this will be the trend
for next generation P2P systems to come. Evidence for this belief and its practicality
is presented in the following sections of the paper.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents
related work. Section 3 defines the distributed degree criterion for P2P system im-
plementations. Section 4 introduces our proposed resource management framework.
Section 5 presents the formation of the structure of the framework, and Sect. 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2 Related work

The main goal of a distributed system is to make it easy for all users to access remote
resources and to share them with other users in a controlled way [9]. P2P systems
are a kind of distributed system, and thus should be able to manage all kinds of
resources (process, memory, file, and I/O) and share them between users. Resource
management in P2P systems involves the discovery of other peers and their resources
in a distributed environment, as well as routing information in all shapes and forms
between peers. To perform these tasks, the resource management unit in a P2P system
must adopt a particular resource sharing model. This model can be highly centralized
such as in Napster, or highly distributed such as in Gnutella [2, 10]. Without arguing
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the benefits and shortages of these two models, let us suffice here to state that we
have used a hybrid model in our framework to take advantage of positive points of
these two models and to avoid their shortages.

P2P systems have been classified into four groups in general based on their usage
[2, 8, 11]

1. Distributed Computing Systems. Examples include SETI@home, Avaki [12] and
Entropia [13]. These systems share the computing tasks assigned to the system
and try to provide aggregate resources necessary to perform all tasks [2, 11].

2. File Sharing Systems. Examples include Napster, Gnutella [10], Freenet [14], Pub-
lius [15] and Free Haven [16]. These systems aggregate file resources and provide
content storage and exchange [2, 17].

3. Collaboration Systems. Examples include Magi [18], Groove [19] and Jabber [20].
These systems allow application-level collaboration between users [2, 17].

4. Platforms. Examples include JXTA [21] and .NET My Services [22]. These sys-
tems provide a system software infrastructure in support of P2P applications
[2, 17].

There are several implementations of P2P systems each of which manages a partic-
ular kind of resource. Most of them share file resources, some of them share processes
and memory to attain high performance, and very few share only especial kinds of
I/O. Each P2P system is tailored to specific kinds of resources In other words, there is
no implementation that supports the sharing of all types of resources as it is routinely
done in operating systems. This means that users should use disparate P2P systems if
they want to share all types of distributed resources. But the problem is that the va-
riety of P2P systems in use does not interoperate [11, 23, 24] because they may well
differ in important features like architecture, sharing mechanisms, resource manage-
ment techniques, communication models, and protocols. The resource sharing model
in P2P systems is either pure or hybrid. In a pure model, there is no centralized server
[25, 26]. In a data-sharing pure P2P system, all nodes are equal and no functionality
is centralized. Examples of file sharing pure P2P systems are Gnutella and Freenet,
where every node is a “servant” (both a client and a server), and can equally commu-
nicate with any other connected node. Pure P2P networks have become quite unpop-
ular though because they generate a lot of traffic to keep the network up and running
[10, 27]. These systems are faced with critical problems such as: (1) limited search
scope, (2) dynamic nature of peers, and (3) lack of collaboration among peers [26].

In the hybrid resource sharing model, a server is approached first to obtain meta-
information such as the identity of the peer on which some information is stored, or
to verify security credentials. After that, the P2P communication is performed. Ex-
amples of the hybrid model include Napster, Groove, Magi, and iMesh [2, 26]. In the
hybrid model, some nodes like global central server nodes have special functionality
and can optimize the connections much better than it is done in other resource shar-
ing models. However, scalability and legal issues might plague a centralized archi-
tecture. The hybrid model requires powerful servers to run management and search
algorithms [27]. These servers are a bottleneck to the system.

There is also an intermediate resource sharing model that uses super peers; KaZaa
[28] uses this model. Peers typically lookup information stored in super peers if they
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cannot find it elsewhere [2, 25, 27, 28]. This model is similar to the model where
clients and servers are not distinguished and any node can be a super peer or ordinary
node depending on its capacity and availability [29]. The P2P community is evolving
towards this model. This can be seen in the architectures of new P2P applications
such as eDonkey and the FastTrack P2P stack, as well as in the moves toward the
introduction of super peers into the Gnutella network.

There has been a clear need for Gnutella to evolve [27, 30]. In spite of popular-
ity of hybrid architectures, mediated architectures have additional advantages. One
advantage is the business case. Since in most cases home users are responsible for
running the super peer, there is no need to invest in expensive server farms [27].
There are two layers in the control plane: one of normal peers connecting to the super
peer in a client-server fashion, and one of super peer connected with each other via a
pure P2P network.

Communication between super peers generates a lot of expensive interdomain traf-
fic that can be reduced by intelligently building the overlay [27]. These systems have
no fixed central directory server but super peer, which are dynamically assigned based
on the computer resources of peers. Super peers are powerful peers that provide file
indexing services to their connected peers known as nodes, with less computer re-
sources. Unlike the servers in the centralized systems, the super peer keeps a file
index of their connected nodes, reflecting only a partial view of the network. The
file index records the information including the available files shared by nodes and
their corresponding locations. When the nodes start searching, they first search for
the files in the file index kept by the super peer. If results are found, they are returned
to the nodes at once, so the search performance is better than that of the flooding
algorithm [26].

Because of the advantages of super peers and also the special characteristics of the
pure model, we have used a mixed model in our framework. Initially at t = 0 in the
system, there is no super peer. In fact, no primary structure is initially assumed. As
time passes, the pattern of requests forms the structure of system in terms of super
peers and regions; regions are introduced in Sect. 5.1. The main difference is that this
structure is formed dynamically and may well change upon arrival of new requests.
This dynamicity allows for more efficient responses to existing requests.

In our framework, different types of super peers are available for each category
of four types of resources and the regions of those super peers cooperate to respond
to requests of a specific resource. It is quite possible that different policies are de-
fined and imposed on super peers due to the requirements in that region. To allow
super peers to control their numbers reduces the overhead caused by super peers’
connections, and prevents the formation of big regions.

There have been also some researches to present frameworks for P2P systems
with a different purpose than ours. Fries et al. [24] have presented a framework for
resource management and information storage in P2P networks. Their framework
aims at providing an easy to use and flexible model for P2P computing, encouraging
more modularized application development, permitting the reuse of components and
the use of graph structure to browse the contents of P2P systems. Lam et al. [31]
from Texas A&M University have proposed an accountability management frame-
work for resource sharing in P2P distributed computing systems, too. On the basis of
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a generalized e-coin paradigm, they developed a management framework based on
the distribution of resource credit/policy, exchange of service and service evidences,
and accountability management.

To sum up, we present a new framework for integrated management of resources
in P2P systems, which are formulated based on the definition and goals of distributed
systems, while using existing best practices. For the first time, in our framework, users
transparently get connected to resources to receive different facilities and services like
distributed computing, distributed file sharing, distributed I/O sharing, and distributed
storage.

3 Distributed degree criterion

A distributed system consists of a group of computers, each of which has an inde-
pendent operating system and all are connected to each other through a computer
network [9]. There is a system software in each of these computers that envisages the
whole distributed system as a coherent system to its users. Each user is assumed to be
able to connect to and transparently access all available resources in the distributed
system as though connecting and accessing his/her own local resources. This defin-
ition of distributed systems is very general and covers all types of purposes for user
resource connectivity. Users get connected to resources to receive different facilities
and services like distributed computing, distributed file sharing, distributed I/O shar-
ing, and distributed storage. There are some implementations of distributed systems,
each of which is customized to provide only a particular service. We may classify
these implementations into three groups, namely, Clusters, Grids, and P2P systems.

Unfortunately, most existing implementations of Grids, Clusters, and P2P systems
had fallen short of fully supporting all features of distributed systems, mainly because
of their design decisions or technology limitations, sacrificing some features in favor
of other features. We believe that implementations of P2P systems are much closer
to the concepts of distributed systems than implementations of Grids and Clusters,
although current P2P systems are very special purpose and support the connection of
users only to a particular kind of resource.

In order to become a truly distributed system, every P2P system must support
and manage in an integrated and transparent way all four basic types of resources
on the Internet, namely processes, memory, files, and I/O. This is to say that if a
P2P system could connect users to all kinds of resources and could manage all of
them in a fully transparent manner in a large scale environment like the Internet, we
can be optimistic to become nearer to a real implementation of distributed systems.
This cannot be achieved unless the management of any P2P system can establish
cooperation between resources to dynamically support different distributed usages
such as distributed computing and distributed file sharing.

As it was mentioned before, two approaches to resource sharing in large scale en-
vironments had been practiced, namely, pure and hybrid [2]. Pure systems are closer
to the distributed system model while the hybrid ones are close to decentralized and
centralized system models. We need a criterion to benchmark the closeness of any im-
plementation of distributed systems to real distribution. We define a ratio called dis-
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tribution ratio for this purpose for P2P implementations like Kazaa, Napster, Gnutela,
and also our own proposed framework.

Definition 1 Distribution ratio represents the closeness and farness of any implemen-
tation to distribution. Distribution ratio of 1 represents full distribution, distribution
ratio of 0 represents full centralization, and any value in this range represents the
closeness and farness of any implementation to distribution. Distribution ratio is cal-
culated as follows:

Distribution Ratio = 1 − {X}
where X is calculated according to the following algorithm:
{X = 0;
IF there exists a server in the P2P system then

X = X +
((

the number of servers in P2P system

the number of machines in P2P system

)
∗ Y1

)
.

If there exists a coordinator in the P2P system then

X = X +
((

the number of Coordinators in P2P system

the number of machines in P2P system

)
∗ Y2

)
.

For each type of distribution transparency that exists in the P2P system,
X = X + Zn;
X = X + Y3;
}
where Y1, Y2, Zn and Y3 in the above algorithm have the following connotations:

• Y1 represents the importance factor of server machines in the P2P system. Its value
is between 0 and 1.

• Y2 represents the importance factor of coordinator machines in the P2P system.
Its value is between 0 and 1.

• Zn represents the importance factor of the transparency type to distributed sys-
tems. Its value is between 0 and 1.

• Y3 represents the constrained configuration factor of the P2P system. Its value is
between 0 and 1.

Note: attending to the above parameters have concept and have deal with each
other, it s not possible that all of them have value of 1.

The above algorithm for calculating the distribution ratio estimates the amount of
closeness to distributed systems’ concepts in developing P2P systems. But it should
be pointed out that the implementations of some concepts of distributed systems are in
contradiction with the implementations of other concepts of distributed systems. For
example, the implementation of a fully scalable P2P system limits the full support for
all types of distribution transparencies on grounds of efficiency. That is why we have
included limiting factors like scalability, reconfigurability, structural dynamicity, and
importance percentage of transparency, in the above algorithm for management of
resources in P2P systems. These limitations, in fact, correspond to the three notable
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challenges in current P2P systems, namely flexible resource management, interop-
erability of different P2P systems, and integrated management of different kinds of
resources.

Flexibility is driven by reconfigurability because reconfigurable systems are more
amenable to unpredictable dynamic changes that are inherent in large scale environ-
ments like the Internet on which P2P systems operate. We show that the amount of
Y3 in our framework has the least effect on the P2P system, implying that the system
is totally configurable.

The resource management algorithms in most existing P2P systems are run on
either server or coordinator machines. Y1 and Y2 parameters expose the structure and
the distribution degree of management algorithms in the P2P systems. The framework
does not use server machines and Y1 parameter is in fact omitted all together. Instead,
dynamic coordinators are used in a way that no assumption is considered a priori for
their existence in order to reduce the influence of Y2 factor on the distribution rate.

4 Resource management

Given our different approach toward P2P systems described in previous sections, let
us state our envisaged definition of framework as follows.

Definition 2 “A framework is an extensible structure for describing a set of concepts,
methods, technologies, and cultural changes necessary for a complete product design
and manufacturing process” [32].

In the light of above definition for framework, the proposed management frame-
work presents new concepts and methods to manage resources as they are discussed
in the following.

4.1 An integrated resource management

Resource management algorithms in current P2P systems are mostly designed based
on and biased toward the very nature and specification of each resource they want
to share, for example, low frequency of changes in case of music resource. In other
words, their management structures and algorithms are designed for special purposes
and use static structures thereof. This is one of the reasons why the interoperability
of different types of P2P systems is made impractical. In the proposed framework,
we try to design algorithms based on general resource categories.

Management in our framework is based on two operations: Request and Response.
Request operation is considered as a process in a machine in a P2P system that rep-
resents a request for a resource that is not accessible in this machine locally; each
request is first processed by the local operating system and in case the resource is
unavailable locally, the request is processed globally in the P2P system using the
Request operation.

We know that when a process in a local machine requests a resource, the local op-
erating system on the machine responds to this request. Such requests by processes
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are not specialized to the kind of resources. Learning and believing in this best prac-
tice, and contrary to existing P2P systems whose resource management are special-
ized on specifications of particular resources, we use the pattern of resource cate-
gories in the same way it is done in operating systems. An operating system views
each computer as a machine containing four basic groups of resources: I/O, file, mem-
ory, and process. Each group has a specific role that is different from the roles of
others based on the operating system’s view point. Each member of a group has a
general specification that is shared with other members in that group and it is this
very feature that puts these as members of the same group. For example, all mem-
bers of I/O group have the general specification that all of them are data input/output
devices. So, we can design algorithms and protocols with this general property for
managing the resources in this group. We show how our framework uses this type of
categorization to support all types of resources available on the Internet.

The management of resources in the proposed framework for P2P systems uses
the pattern of requests for four major groups of resources similar to operating sys-
tem management patterns [33] where each existing resource belongs to one of these
groups based on its role in the P2P system. The conditions for being a member in
a group constitute the specification of that group and the algorithms for the man-
agement of each group of resources are designed based on these specifications. As
previously stated, resources fall into one of the following four categories: process
resource, I/O resource, storage resource, and memory resource. The nature of these
four groups differs from one another. It is necessary for P2P systems to have an inte-
grated management for all these four groups, as in operating systems. Utilizing this
pattern has two important advantages:

1. Resource management pattern in P2P systems does not require any new additional
concepts than those traditionally available in operating systems for the purpose of
local resource management.

2. Most P2P systems run on personal computers whose resources are managed by
their local operating systems based on four categories of resources. Generaliza-
tion of this pattern of resource management and its application to a resource man-
agement pattern in P2P systems avoids disparities between P2P systems and their
underlying platforms, resulting in a more unified management of resources on the
whole, as well as removing the differences between the P2P systems themselves
making them interoperable.

We map our resource management pattern to the pattern used in the set algebra
and use membership pattern in the set algebra to have an efficient categorization of
resources. The algebra of sets has a rich set of operations (e.g., union, intersection,
and minus) that we can use to change our categorization to form proper subsets. Based
on the set algebra, resources are categorized in different sets with a membership con-
dition. The membership condition is very important to have accurate partitioning and
then define appropriate algorithms for each set. Therefore, in the proposed frame-
work, the request operation is managed based on above. The response operation in
this framework defined as a process is ready to response to our request. Response
operation is completely depended on our framework structure.
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Fig. 1 Equilibrium point in
supply and demand functions

5 System structure

When a process requests a resource from a local machine, the local operating system
uses proper mechanisms to respond to the request. But the response operation in P2P
systems is more complex and different researches have been carried out to present
frameworks to handle requests effectively.

In traditional resource sharing systems, computer networks, and most of the P2P
systems allowing sharing of files and processes, there are one or more machines re-
sponsible for managing available resources. When a process requests a resource, the
request is processed by these machines. In case of positive response, the resource is
made available to the process. These systems often work in a client/server model.

In our framework, there is no dedicated machine to process requests. To begin
with, there is no difference between a P2P system and a computer networked system.
Upon gradual arrival of requests by processes running on the P2P system, regions
are formed. Regions are groups of machines that are configured to share a particular
type of resource that is more available in this group than in other groups. Control
over resources is not managed by servers in our framework. Instead, the pattern of
requests for a given type of resource and the response capabilities of machines in
the P2P system determine the machine or a group of machines that are configured to
manage that particular type of resource.

5.1 Regions

Given our definitions for framework, distribution ratio and coefficient factor, we now
briefly describe how a P2P system is dynamically formed. Our framework contains
dynamic units named regions. Regions are formed based on the patterns of requests
and responses (R.R.) in order to transparently and efficiently manage all four types
of P2P system resources. R.R. operations behave similar to supply and demand func-
tions in economic science. When supply and demand are equal, i.e., when the supply
function and demand function intersect (as it is shown in Fig. 1), the economy is
said to be at equilibrium. At this point, the allocation of goods is most efficient be-
cause the amount of supplied goods is exactly the same as the amount of goods being
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demanded. Thus, everyone (individuals, firms, or countries) is satisfied with this eco-
nomic condition. At the given price, suppliers sell their entire produced goods and
consumers buy all their required goods [34].

Resource sharing by processes is an operation synonymous to supply, and request
for resources by processes is synonymous to demand. Therefore, R.R. functions have
a balance point at which they reach a stable state. Each region in our framework
is formed by the pattern of R.R operations specializing in a particular functionality,
and gradually reaches to a stable state as time passes and more R.R. operations are
processed. For example, when a region providing computational power reaches to a
stable state, it means that the region is the most efficient region in the P2P system to
provide its functionality to all machines in the P2P system demanding this function-
ality.

Definition 3 Regions are the units of system operation in our framework. A region
consists of a number of local or geographically dispersed machines that are logically
grouped together to manage one type of resource (I/O, file, memory, or process).

A P2P system is dynamically structured by formation of regions. One machine in
each region plays the role of group leader or coordinator. The ability of each machine
to respond to resource requests determines to which group or domain a machine in
the P2P system belongs. When a process requests access to a resource and the local
machine cannot provide the resource, but there is another machine in the system that
can provide the requested resource, a region is dynamically formed in the system.
The formation of regions and changes in their existence and the number of machines
in each region at each instant depends on the pattern of resource requests and also
the capability of the group to service resource requests. Due to high frequency of
changes in the number of requests, regions should dynamically adapt themselves to
these changes. For example, if the number of requests in one region is abundant, the
region may be broken into smaller regions, or if there is no request for a resource in
one region, the region may well vanish.

Because of dynamicity of regions in our framework, P2P systems in our frame-
work have a low constrained structure percentage factor (i.e., the Y3 parameter in-
troduced in Sect. 3). In other words, a P2P system in this framework has no priori
structure when it starts operating. The system is structured based on the pattern of
incoming requests and the capabilities of machines to respond to these requests. The
system can reconfigure itself as the need arises by using available resources in capa-
ble machines.

Because each region is somehow structured to service a particular type of requests
for resources, it can well be specialized with necessary governances. For example, a
region whose machines are formed to respond efficiently to requests for processes,
interprocess communication can be considered as a high performance clustered set of
computers governed by high performance computing rules and policies.

5.2 Region formation algorithm

The region formation in our framework is based on the pattern of requests and re-
sponses, as it is illustrated through a scenario 1 in Fig. 2. Figure 2A shows a P2P
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Fig. 2 Region formation process (scenario 1)

system that is quite similar to a network system with no priori structure; we call this
state a Mosaic state in our framework. In two situations, the P2P system manager
starts to work and the P2P system enters a new state we call it the Jurassic state.
When there is a request for a resource that cannot be satisfied locally, we say a Bang
has occurred in the system; Fig. 2B shows this case. Local operations are preferred
than global operations. The second case is when the P2P manager sends a request
message to other machines; the machines that the P2P manager is not active on them
receive the request and active it and enter to Jurassic state. The P2P manager in a
local machine has a unit called Oasis that has the important role of determining the
location of resources in the P2P system.

We use the Oasis concept in the proposed resource management framework to
keep the history of resource categorization patterns, using the operations running on
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the machines. A part of memory space of each machine in a P2P system is reserved
for saving the histories of four categories of resources. There are four Oasis spaces in
general:

• File Management Oasis.
• Memory Management Oasis.
• I/O Management Oasis.
• Interprocess Communication Oasis.

The Oasis space contains meta-data on resources of the P2P system and it is
protected by the P2P manager from access by other programs running on the same
machine. The history of access, requests, responding machines, and routines for re-
sponding to requests on each of the major resources are kept inside this protected
space. In other words, each machine has an Oasis space for each category of four
resources. The Oasis space is initially formed in the memory of every local machine
when the local machine cannot satisfy a local resource request.

The interesting point about Oasis space is that each machine has up-to-date histor-
ical information on the types of resources it had provided and the types of resource
services it had from other machines. The study of the content of Oasis space iden-
tifies on which four major categories of resources a machine had been active most
and on which resources is dependent most. This cached information can be used by
a machine to decide if it can satisfy a local resource request by itself, or if not from
which machine it can most probably get the service for that resource. The study of
Oasis spaces determines the stability or otherwise of all machines in a P2P system.
In other words, the P2P manager can use the content of Oasis spaces that are stored
across machines locally in the peer community to determine the location of desired
resources in a completely distributed manner.

The P2P manager uses the Oasis space related to the kind of a requested resource
to obtain information on the machine having the resource most available than other
machines. At system startup (i.e. t = 0), the Oasis spaces are empty. When a resource
request cannot be satisfied locally in a machine, the P2P manager running on the
machine sends a control message to its immediate neighboring machines (as it is
shown in Fig. 2C). When neighboring machines receive this control message, their
P2P managers are activated and check if they have the requested resources. If any
machines in the neighborhood are not capable to provide the requested resources,
they pass the request message to their own immediate neighboring machines as it is
shown in Fig. 2D. The propagation of request message continues until at least one
machine has the requested resources (Fig. 2E). At this time, the machine requesting
the resource in the first place forms a region with one of the machines that responded
to its request (Fig. 2F); the choice of a machine among more than one respondent
machine is FIFO. Information on respondent machines and kind of their available
resources is registered in the Oasis spaces of machines requesting the resources. Each
region that is formed has a coordinator that is elected by machines in the region.

Let us now see how coordinators in regions are elected. Having formed a new
group with a remote machine that provides the requested resource, one of the two
machines (requester and the chosen respondent) is nominated and declared as the
coordinator of the group or region. Selection is done through an election that is biased
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Fig. 3 Regions formation process (scenario 2)

towards the type of requested resource, the capability of machines and the frequency
of changes in the requests. The machine with a higher CPU power is nominated if
process resource is requested, and a machine with higher memory capacity or bus
frequency is nominated if memory or secondary storage resource is requested. Upon
arrival of new requests as it is shown in Fig. 3, new machines may join existing
groups based on the BarbaPapa Rule (described later in Sect. 5.3) and each group
may reorganize and start electing a new coordinator.

When a request for resource cannot be serviced by any machine in a P2P system,
the request is abandoned on grounds of unavailability of resources and retried later
when resources are freed.

A P2P system should reach to a stable state that we call it Kertaseh State in our
framework. In this state of system, every region and machine reaches its stable state.
In this state, regions apply special policies for their governance. As new requests for
resources are raised, the regions may need to reorganize to service these new requests.
In this period, the P2P system is in a transitory state we call the Chaos State. Any P2P
system must be in a Kertaseh state before changing its state to Chaos state.

The following pseudo code shows more details of the management process of our
framework:

If Local Process Requests a Global Resource Then
If System State NOT Jurassic Then

System State := Jurassic
Activate Internal Daemons

Create Requirement Table
Load Control Mechanism

Load Oasis Manager
Create Oasis Table
Start Timer Mechanism

Do Until Found Resource or Time Over
Send Request Message to Neighbors

Else
Load Oasis Manager

If Oasis Table Search to Select Machines to Respond to the Request is
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Successful Then
Send the Request Message to Them

Else
Do Until Found Resource or Time Over
Send Request Message to Neighbors

If any Response Exists then
Call Region Creation Mechanism (based on Election Algorithms and
Barbapapa Rule)

Call Oasis Update Mechanism
Else

Abandon Request on grounds of unavailability of resources and Retry Later (If
possible)

If a Request Message is Received Then
If System State NOT Jurassic Then

System State := Jurassic
Activate Internal Daemons

Create Requirement Table
Load Control Mechanism

Load Oasis Manager
Create Oasis Table

If Checking Mechanism Finds the Request Resource Successfully Then
Call Responding Mechanism

Else
Load Oasis Manager

If Oasis Table Search to Select Machines to Respond to the Request is
Successful Then

Send the Request Message to Them
Else

Do Until Found Resource or Time Over
Send Request Message to Neighbors

If Stability Status Checking Mechanism is True Then /// periodically is checked at
system

System State := Kertaseh
Else

System State := Chaos
End

5.3 BarbaPapa rule

To control the size of regions in our framework, we use a rule called the Barba-
Papa rule. As we noted before, a major problem that arises in a P2P system that is
structured based on our framework is when the number of machines in the system
increases exponentially high. In such cases, the system ends up with four very big
clouds, each of which represents the management area for one of the four resource
categories. Over a long period of time, these four clouds to a great extent may overlap
one another and only differ in their coordinators. To prevent the occurrence of such a
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state, the size of regions need to be restricted to manageable sizes so that more than
smaller sized regions replace four big regions.

The rule for enforcing size limitation in the framework is called the BarbaPapas
Collision Rule. If a local request for a resource reaches a local coordinator and the
coordinator cannot provide the resource by the machines in its region, the coordi-
nator passes the request to its neighboring machines outside its region. One of the
neighboring machines that have responded positively to the request is selected and
continues to service the request. If neighboring machines are not able to satisfy the
request, they propagate the initial request to their own neighboring machines likewise
until either a machine ready to service the request is finally found or no machine is
found at all. In the latter case, the request is passed to the coordinator that had been
assigned statically to the requested resource. So finally, the machine that services the
request is either a machine from another region that has voluntarily accepted to ser-
vice the request or a coordinator related to that resource. In the first case, the machine
that provides the service becomes a member of the region to which the requester be-
longs. But in the second case, the coordinator is placed exactly in the situation that
directly starts to send the request to a related coordinator of that resource. In both of
these two situations, the first coordinator will contact a machine that gives service,
which is the coordinator itself.

Given the above descriptions, one question is whether these two coordinators can
be combined into one? In other words, can one of them become the regional coor-
dinator to coordinate requests of members of both regions? In fact, the coordinators
that are connected can decide to combine based on their capabilities to respond to the
requests, the number of requests they have responded to up to now, the number of
their own requests responded by the other party, the size of their regions, the kind of
resource they are managing, and their relevant Flux. But what is Flux?

Definition 4 Fluxi is a parameter for studying the possibility of transferring the man-
agement of a resource i from one machine to another. If a requested resource has a
Flux equal to 1 or bigger than 1, its control can be passed to another machine, other-
wise its control cannot be passed to other machines. Fluxi is calculated as follows:

IF resource i is portable THEN

Fluxi = the number of local requests for resource i + the number of region requests for resource i

total number of processes in the local machine

ELSE
Fluxi = 0

Fluxi allows transfer of portable resources from their current locality only if the num-
ber of local requests for these resources does not exceed the number of requests for
the same resources from other machines. For example, if there are 10 requests from
20 local processes in machine A for resource X and there are 2 external requests
from remote processes, the Fluxi is equal to 0.6, inhibiting the transfer of manage-
ment of the resource X to other machines. Note that only portable resources can be
transferred.
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5.4 Region stability

To allow an unlimited number of machines to enter a given region dynamically is
troublesome and inefficient because the grouped machines become saturated and
spend most of their time on intra resource management instead of providing resource
services to requests. We have thus proposed a rule for controlling the number of
machines in regions; the rule is called BarbaPapa. We repeatedly simulated regions
in different situations using this rule and found the optimal number of machines in
each region to be from 10 to 102. This is a suitable threshold for the coordinator of
a region to manage the resources in its region without getting too much involved in
useless intra resource management.

A region that manages one of the four categories of resources (�) reaches a stable
state when the density of related resource management operations in the region tends
to 1. To find the status of region, the following variable is defined:

Definition 5 Operation density variable is defined in the structure of resource man-
agement in P2P systems in each region. It indicates whether the region is in an stable
state or it is moving toward an stable state. It also shows for which type of resource
the region had been formed.

Operation density in region β =
the percentage usage of a given � operation in a seconds in region β

total usage time of all � operations in a seconds in region β

where � = {I/O, File, Memory, and IPC}
IF operation density in region β = 1 THEN

region β becomes a repository for � operation;

The coordinator in each region can determine the state of its region by calculating
the operation density variable periodically. During formation of a region, a number
of machines are busy creating the region and other machines in the P2P system are
completely unaware of the region formation. The regions are completely dynamic
and change as time passes, so other machines can use this variable to find out the
type of resource a region is servicing.

If the operation density in a given region reaches 1, the region coordinator can
change its state to Repository State for this resource. In repository state, the coordi-
nator eliminates its current operations in that region and only performs operations to
serve a particular type of � resource. At such stage, the region will adapt to perform
a special operation and set some other special policies for the region based on the
features of the resource that is more available in the region. Therefore, regions are
formed in P2P system based on their functionality.

5.5 Machine stability status

The management of resources in P2P systems in our framework is structured in a way
that always a machine in a region whose coordinator has the most ability to respond
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to requests in that machine is selected. This way every machine and its enclosing
region become specialized in servicing a particular type of resource, reaching closer
to a stable state.

After some time called the Mosaic time in the framework, the Oasis of each re-
source in every machine is analyzed to find which machines had been most responsive
to which requests of processes residing on this machine. This analysis may lead to
the following cases:

1. There is no convergence on the number of machines in the Oasis of a group of
machines. This means that none of the members in this group is inclined toward
another member. If the group has n members, (n/2) + 1 members of the group
must point to a special machine. Otherwise, the machine has not reached to a
stable state in responding to requests which need resource and during its life time
changes its membership position in different regions to reach stability.

2. In a special situation inside the members of an Oasis related to a resource �, either
there is no element (information of machines can respond the request of resource
�) or the number of elements according to the lifetime of machines is very few
but there are more requests for resource �. In this case, we say the machine has
autonomy in performing operations related to resource �. Its mean that in most
of the time this machine can respond to local requests about resource � itself.
Therefore, it can be one of the members of region or even this machine is a good
choose in coordinator electing algorithm to be the coordinator of the regions that
is formed for resource �.

3. Inside the number of machines in a group that creates Oasis there is a conver-
gence. In fact, in most of the times a machine has responded to the requests of
the machine about resource �, so the machine can be considered as a coordinator
machine in the region in which � resource exists. This way we say the local ma-
chine under study is getting stable on resource � and by calculating the following
formula we can have the responding density of machines to requests, related to re-
source � and according to that we can figure out the amount of system’s stability
on responding to requests related to resource �.

� OasisDensity =
the number of mainindex repeated in local machine

the number of operations that are written in Oasis

∗ 1

the number of machines in region − 1

IF � OasisDensity tends to 0 THEN
the local machine tends toward a stable state

Reaching stability in the structure of resource management of the system under
study is very important. When a machine becomes stable, it clearly knows to which
requests it can respond locally by itself and to which requests must respond globally
by delegating them to other known machines that are responsive to such requests. It
should be noted that stability depends on parameters that vary at run time. The higher
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are the changes in configurable parameters in a P2P system, the longer takes the
system to reach stability.

5.6 Discussion

We pursued two main objectives in the proposition of a new management structure for
P2P systems: (1) to manage all four categories of resources in an integrated way, and
(2) to introduce a flexible and dynamic structure that is also reconfigurable. The first
objective was realized by following the pattern of management in operating systems
wherein some requests in a machine are processed by the local operating system and
the rest that cannot be processed locally are delegated to other operating systems
of machines in the region to which this machine belongs to. The second objective
was realized by the introduction of the distribution ratio for P2P systems that can
determine how far these systems are close to real distributed systems. Parameters
affecting the distribution ratio are as follows:

1. Servers.
2. Coordinator(s).
3. Configuration.
4. Transparency.

Given that our proposed resource management for P2P systems (1) does not use
any central servers, (2) coordinators are not fixed but machines can change their roles
with changes in the pattern of requests for resources in the whole system, (3) the con-
figuration of system is not fixed and it is reconfigurable according to the patterns of
requests for resources and responses to requests, and (4) processes are fully transpar-
ent in the sense that do not need to know the whereabouts of their requested resources,
our proposed resource management has an acceptable distribution ratio.

6 Conclusion

Given the shortcomings of existing P2P systems where each one is specialized to
share only a specific type of resource in the system, users had been forced to deploy
different P2P systems to be able to share other types of resources as well, knowing
that these systems do not interoperate. To get round this critical problem, we pre-
sented a general purpose P2P framework for integrated management of all types of
resources in large scale environments, based on local resource management patterns
that are traditionally used by operating systems for managing all types of resources.
In other words, our proposed resource manager uses categorized resource patterns
that operating systems use inside a machine for managing the resources of the ma-
chine. Resources of P2P systems were categorized into four major groups, namely
memory, i/o, process, and storage, and machines in a P2P system were dynamically
structured into separate regions specialized in providing a particular type of resource.
Contrary to existing P2P systems that store meta-data about resources on statically
known server machines, such meta-data in our framework is stored across machines
locally in the peer community to determine the location of desired resources in a
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completely distributed manner. Each machine in a P2P system can freely change its
region based on the frequency and type of resources it services, leading to a dynam-
ically reconfigurable and flexible system. A rule enforces size limits on each region
to prevent the situation where a P2P system becomes a large system containing nu-
merous numbers of machines located in only four system wide regions. Issues like
reliability, scalability, deadlock, starvation, and timing complications that had not
been considered in the proposed framework will be pursued in our future works.
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